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Preface Before you lies the strategic plan of the Consortium of Libraries at Universities of Applied Sciences (SHB) for the period 2015-2018. That SHB is an active group of library managers at Universities of Applied Sciences, is evident from the results that have been reached in the previous period and the ambitions we express in this strategic plan for the coming strategic planning period. The title of this strategic plan contains the word ‘partnership’. That word has been chosen from the belief that the library works very close to education and research at universities of applied sciences, and that information professionals can make a valuable and esteemed contribution to this. The digitization offers opportunities, because of new possibilities of technical connection. The human side of this connection is in partnership and the synergy that can be achieved with that. Nationally, SHB is a party that is approached more frequently to think along about knowledge infrastructure. We continue to follow that line in the activities regarding the representation of interests. Furthermore, we promote active cooperation between libraries at universities of applied sciences and keep each other informed by sharing knowledge and exchanging experiences. This strategic plan shall be a guiding principle and a source of inspiration to get to work the coming period. That we are an active group is evident from the Taskforce that has composed this strategic plan. The group consists of Marjan Bonink (Hanze University of Applied Sciences Groningen), Annuska Graver (NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences), Toine Groen (University of Applied Sciences Leiden), Peter van Helsdingen (Windesheim University of Applied Sciences), José Jagerman (HAN University of Applied Sciences), Marie-José Lampe (Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences), Marijke Mentink (VHL University of Applied Sciences), Hilde van Wijngaarden (Amsterdam University of applied Sciences). I would like to thank them for their professional approach and the excellent result.



Ria Paulides Chair SHB
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Preface 



The strategic planning period 2015-2018 is dominated by valuable and esteemed partnership



Summary 



with education, research and professional practice. Within that scope, SHB had formulated five
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strategic spearheads: 1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge. 2. Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research. 3. Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization. 4. Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes: copyright, open access, publishing, advisory skills, research skills, process organization of front and back office and digitization of education. 5. Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability. SHB wants to reach these aims by means of representation of interests and knowledge sharing.
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Preface 



Why



What



How



Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



• Negotiate and cooperate with publishers and providers of digital content, on behalf of the libraries at universities of applied sciences • Search actively for legally well-founded solutions for access to scholarly resources for researchers of universities of applied sciences, using contacts with strategic partners, such as the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences (VH) and UKB • Increase the provision of open content, by and for practice-oriented education and research



Representing interests



• Information literacy skills: teaching methods and teaching materials • Content on various devices • Dealing with and using social media



Sharing knowledge



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



• Discussion partner VH, SURF, HKI, VSNU, UKB



Representing interests



• Benchmark • Products and services development • Supporting knowledge centers



Sharing knowledge



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization.



• Discussion partner in national bodies VH, SURF, HKI, VSNU, UKB, FOBID • Joint representation international bodies • Joint participation in international conferences • International working visits



Representing interests



• Spotting international trends



Sharing knowledge



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes: copyright, open access, publishing, advisory skills, research skills, process organization of front and back office and digitization of education



• Representing libraries at trainers, developing professional group (KNVI, GO) • Actively supporting cooperation regarding advancement of expertise: NAI, HKI



Representing interests



• Organizing sites for knowledge sharing • Social media for knowledge sharing • Meetings • Inviting experts and exchange



Sharing knowledge



Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



• Spotting, supporting and stimulating changes • Stimulating expertise development in the field of change management, innovative developments



Sharing knowledge



• Participation in (international) conferences



Representing interests
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Introduction



Preface 



Libraries at universities of applied sciences support education and research with use,



Summary 



management and access of information and knowledge. The Consortium of Libraries at



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



Universities of Applied Sciences (SHB) has been established from a need for result-oriented cooperation in 2003. By now, 32 libraries at universities of applied sciences have joined. Together, they serve 95 per cent of the total amount of students of Dutch universities of applied sciences.



2. Strategic spearheads



SHB is based on the principle ‘The whole is more than the sum of its parts.’



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



Concentration of strength and knowledge exchange elevate the quality, the functionality and the



2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability 3. Method



innovative ability of the participants. Services can be offered more effectively and efficiently. Cooperation is a must, especially, in a time of advancing digitization, the development of universities of applied sciences into knowledge institutes, globalization and internationalization. These developments involve substantial investments. Simultaneously, financial and human resources are under pressure. That is exactly why it is important to smartly make use of the economies of scale within SHB, and to make innovation guiding. The strategic plan 2015-2018 of SHB is dominated by opportunities for valuable and esteemed partnership with education, research and professional practice. The theme unrestricted access to knowledge and information is high on the public agenda. Digitization and new media play a crucial role in this context. Education and research find their way outside the universities and the borders. These developments make high demands on universities of applied sciences – and therewith on their libraries – but above all offer opportunities for broader profiling and new alliances. Therefore, SHB aims at enhancing partnership of libraries at universities of applied sciences in a broader field.



4. Background information Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon
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This strategic plan describes the three most significant developments libraries at universities of applied sciences will encounter in the following years. Furthermore, the strategic spearheads, that according to the SHB arise from that, are described. Finally, attention will be paid to the roles SHB can fulfill in this and the method that is applied.
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Short retrospect of the previous strategic period



Preface 



Tasks and strategic spearheads



Summary 



The changing role, activities and scope of libraries at universities of applied sciences were the
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2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability 3. Method 4. Background information Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



basis of the strategic plan 2012-2014 ‘ The challenge continued, building with prospects’. Two tasks were at the center of this strategic period: • Representing interests: SHB performs as representative regarding the position of the library within universities of applied sciences. SHB fulfills the role of initiator, advisor, stage and sensor. • Contributing to professionalization: by exchanging knowledge SHB contributes to the professionalization of the library at the university of applied science as a facility. This requires an active contribution of all participants. In the strategic plan 2012-2014 five strategic spearheads were formulated: • Digital collection development and access to resources. • Publishing electronically. • Benchmarking, models, guidelines and standards. • Professionalization of employees in skills and processes. • Communication by means of an active website and social media. Output During the strategic period 2012-2014 various working groups put their shoulders to the wheel and worked on the five strategic spearheads. Results and activities: • Renewed service agreement with SURFmarket (IT-consortium for higher education and research) in the field of licenses. The working group yearly organizes a ‘LicensesContactPersonsDay’ for members. • Implementing a yearly benchmark in libraries at universities of applied sciences in relation to quality improvement. The benchmark provides libraries with material for comparison regarding financing, staffing, size of the collection and the relation between the digital and physical collection. The benchmark contributes to the indication of past developments. • Senior lecturers were surveyed in 2013 about the desired library facilities for research. A paper has been published about the results and a theme afternoon has been organized. The survey has contributed to a stronger profiling of the supporting role of libraries within universities of applied sciences. • Continuation of joint- and therefore cost-reducing – purchase of databases with electronic specialist literature.
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• In 2014, the Network Copyrights Information Point cooperated with SHB and the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences on a new reader agreement of the Foundation



Preface 



for Publication and Reproduction Rights, which is acting on behalf of publishers. The



Summary 



agreement will be presented to the boards of governors of universities of applied sciences in
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the spring of 2015. • Biannual theme afternoons, organized by SHB-working groups, in order to present ‘best practices’ and discuss relevant topical themes, such as e-books, publication policy, the role of libraries within universities of applied sciences, digitization, and changing back office processes. • Organization of a new, appealingly designed website, partly aimed at the external profiling of SHB, partly functioning as an interactive platform for and by members to exchange knowledge and documents. • Board members and members of various universities of applied sciences represent SHB in several national networks of libraries. Amongst others, there is cooperation with UKB (Dutch consortium of the thirteen university libraries and the National Library of the Netherlands). • Conference on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of SHB in 2013.



Environmental exploration
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Environmental exploration



Preface 



Three developments have great impact on the renewed role, tasks and work processes of



Summary 



libraries at universities of applied sciences and the supporting role SHB wants to fulfill in this.



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



Advancing digitization The digitization of information and other technological innovations develop swiftly. Mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets have become very common. By now, we are used to the fact that information is available 24/7 and directly accessible anywhere, on any platform.



2. Strategic spearheads



An increasing amount of cloud services supports this development. IT-applications become



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



increasingly closely tied with education and practice-oriented research.



2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



This is obvious from the rise of Open Educational Resources (among which are web lectures), blended learning and the interest for data management. Today’s student and tomorrow’s employee are ‘digital natives’: they are the generation that has grown up with the digital language of computers, games and the internet. They expect no less than digital service packages. Of importance to libraries at universities of applied sciences Advancing digitization requires strongly developed skills in searching, selecting and adapting of digital information.



Ambitions of universities of applied sciences Universities of applied sciences cherish great ambitions regarding education, applied research, internationalization and entrepreneurship. The quality of education in relation to accreditation and study performance can count on great



3. Method



political interest. Developing a university of applied sciences from an educational institute into



4. Background information



a knowledge institute has high priority. The ambition is shaped by appointing senior lecturers,



Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



focusing on lecturers with a master’s degree, stimulating PhD’s and conducting applied research. Universities of applied sciences take their social responsibility seriously and share their knowledge with the (international) work field. Of importance to libraries at universities of applied sciences Knowledge in the area of e-learning, research skills, information management, (online) publishing, Open Access and copyrights becomes increasingly relevant to universities of applied sciences. Both in education and applied research there is a need for a (digital) supporting service package.
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Internationalization The easily to realize worldwide access to information reinforces far-reaching globalization and



Preface 



internationalization of society – and therewith of the educational field.
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Of importance to libraries at universities of applied sciences This development increases the need and necessity to work according to international standards, and to make knowledge, information and research results digitally accessible to new markets and target groups.



strategic spearheads



15 15
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Strategic spearheads



Preface 



In order to anticipate the requirements that result from the observed developments, SHB has



Summary 



formulated five strategic spearheads for the strategic period 2015-2018.



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge Digital information resources It is important that libraries at universities of applied sciences are able to effectively and



2. Strategic spearheads



efficiently support education and research with use, management, and accessibility of knowledge.



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



SHB adds value as representative towards publishers and providers of digital content, especially



2.2. 
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Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization
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Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



concerning licenses and stimulating Open Access. Furthermore, retrievability of digital knowledge is a point of interest. SHB engages the conversation with publishers to improve the searchability of knowledge resources and to stimulate cooperation between several publishers and libraries. Accessibility scholarly research Employees of universities of applied sciences, who are occupied with practice-oriented research experience the inadequate accessibility of academic research (e.g. as part of the digital collections of university libraries) as an impediment. SHB wants to work actively at an improvement of the accessibility of academic knowledge via contacts with strategic partners such as the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences (VH) and the Dutch consortium of the thirteen university libraries and the National Library of the Netherlands (UKB). On the one hand by aiming at Open Access together, on the other hand - legally well-formulated agreements with publishers and library partners about joint availability of resources under license.



3. Method 4. Background information Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



Information Literacy Skills The advancing digitization of the information supply enlarges the need for training in information literacy skills. Furthermore, the growing extent and significance of practice-oriented research in the curricula of many study programs increase this demand. Information literacy skills are inextricably bound up with the research skills that are required. Libraries provide training in information literacy skills for both students and lecturers for some time now. SHB is dedicated to keep information literacy high on the agenda, both inside and outside its own ranks.
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Increasing use of personal devices More and more, people determine themselves when, where and via which devices they take in



Preface 



and save information. Universities of applied sciences anticipate by promoting the use of personal



Summary 



devices and facilitate them where possible. Libraries at universities of applied sciences are able



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



to help students and lecturers find information that is designed for use on personal devices. In its role as innovation platform, SHB will facilitate knowledge exchange regarding this. Knowledge exchange via social media For some time now, social media are part of the services of libraries at universities of applied



2. Strategic spearheads



sciences: websites, Facebook, chat boxes and Twitter. Moreover, they support the knowledge



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



development in this area at universities of applied sciences. SHB actively uses social media, and
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2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



additionally stimulates and supports libraries with the use of social media by means of knowledge sharing.



2.2. Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research Added value library at university of applied sciences In order to keep the library services at universities of applied sciences future-proof, SHB finds it important to strengthen its position as partner in education and research and to bring this position into the lime light. Higher education has to meet increasingly higher quality requirements. At the same time, educational establishments are dealing with a decrease in funding. Consequently, the added value of supporting services for primary processes is being viewed critically. Therefore, libraries at universities of applied sciences are instructed to



3. Method



strengthen and increase their relationship with internal and external target groups, especially by



4. Background information



continually anticipating the needs of these target groups and evidently create added value. SHB



Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



sees a role for the SHB Benchmark in this. This comparison tool can be optimized in such a way, that the added value of the library services at universities of applied sciences becomes evident to stakeholders. Knowledge infrastructure and support of research The government stimulates universities of applied sciences to combine knowledge and innovation in knowledge centers with a regional scope, in the course of which close contact with business is of great importance. This development leads to increased attention for effective circulation and valorization of knowledge and therewith to the need of a strong information-infrastructure within universities of
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This offers perspective for libraries at universities of applied sciences: it creates possibilities to further develop their supporting role towards regional knowledge centers and practice-oriented



Preface 



research.



Summary 



In order to explore this role, libraries will deliberate with the university and lecturers.



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



The HBO Knowledge Base (www.hbo-kennisbank.nl) is a tool that many libraries at universities of applied sciences already use in order to support their role as knowledge center (knowledge dissemination and valorization). Furthermore, at many universities of applied sciences good library support of the research process is being considered and started. In order to be able to be a valuable and esteemed partner in this process, it is important that libraries are closely involved



2. Strategic spearheads



in the research process from an early stage. The report by Maurits van der Graaf (1), that



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



was assigned by SHB, serves as a guiding principle here. Libraries are participating in projects



2.2. 
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Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



within knowledge centers, support research by registration of knowledge (publications and other forms of output) and offer support with publishing and data management. By joining and using knowledge and experience, they are able to fulfill a more prominent role regarding publication policy, advice about copyright and research data management. This strengthens their position within universities of applied sciences. SHB aims to make innovative projects and ‘best practices’ regarding research support wider known, both inside and outside libraries at universities of applied sciences. Moreover, as relevant stakeholders recognize the potential of libraries as partner, libraries will be able to act more proactively.



2.3. Designing strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization Contribution to national agenda



3. Method



The public value of knowledge generated by universities of applied sciences enjoys great political



4. Background information



and social interest. More often, information is published electronically and made accessible



Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



to the public. SHB sees an important role for itself in contributing to the national agenda for information provision and Open Access. SHB already participates in various national networks with strategic partners, such as: • The Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences; • UKB (Dutch consortium of the thirteen university libraries and the National Library of the Netherlands); • FOBID - Netherlands Library Forum (consortium national library organizations); • KNVI (Royal Dutch Society of Information Professionals); • SURF (Collaborative organization for ICT in Dutch higher education and research); • HKI (Knowledge Infrastructure for Applied Research in Higher Education);
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• NAI (Network Copyrights Information Points Universities of Applied Sciences).
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SHB wants to occupy a strong position within these networks. The coming years the interests of SHB-members will be represented on a national scale; of course, with the continuing



Preface 



internationalization in the back of one’s mind. The various national networks offer exquisite



Summary 



opportunities to accomplish this, for example:



Introduction 
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• Bring new tasks, roles and the position of libraries at universities of applied sciences to the attention of strategic partners. • Strengthening of the relationship with strategic partners. • Take joint action on relevant themes with shared interest.



2. Strategic spearheads



• Knowledge exchange, e.g. by jointly organizing information meetings.



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



• Contribute actively to the two-yearly KNVI international study trip.



2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



Translate cloud services into process organization Besides via traditional printed media, information is increasingly available through cloud services. Users can freely save and share their documents with others. They have access to this information through devices at any moment. The rise and increasing popularity of cloud services leads to expansion and the need to standardize these services. Standardization of – the storage of – information is a significant condition for the possibilities that cloud services offer for cooperation between universities of applied sciences inside and outside the Netherlands. Subsequently, this is of influence of the process organization of front and back office activities of libraries at universities of applied sciences. SHB is looking for suitable consultative partners for the advancement of international attuning of this service. SHB and the national digital library The new Dutch public library law has been implemented as of January 1st 2015. The physical



3. Method



and digital library are regarded as a twofoldness in this law. Also, the law can be regarded as a



4. Background information



powerful plea for the national digital library. That could be a network in which university libraries
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and libraries at universities of applied sciences can participate. The National Library (KB) is assigned to explore such a cooperation. The law aims to prevent the fragmentation in the digital domain and to increase the practical value for the public. With that aim, all digital activities of public libraries, the National Library and the national digital library will be centralized at the National Library. For libraries at universities of applied sciences it is of importance to follow these developments precisely. Therefore, SHB will intensify the contacts with UKB, and pay attention to topics such as information literacy skills and access to digital knowledge. Also, participation of SHB in developments for the benefit of building a digital library deserves further exploration.
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2.4. Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



Preface Summary Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



Anticipate requests from education and research SHB finds it important that libraries at universities of applied sciences remain investing in their expertise in various fields in order to anticipate needs from education and research. Topical themes in this respect are: Copyright, Open Access, publishing, research skills



2. Strategic spearheads



Within Dutch universities of applied sciences practice-oriented research is further developed.



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



This is evident from the curricula of many study programs and a further increase of the number
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of lectureships, PhDs and lecturers contributing to research. The number of publications generated within universities of applied sciences therefore increases. Furthermore, there is a growing demand to share this knowledge with the professional practice. From libraries at universities of applied sciences is demanded that they aim even more intensively at knowledge transfer to lecturers and students on topics such as copyright, Open Access, publishing and research skills. Ways to accomplish this (or in which this is already being accomplished): • Libraries are playing a part in teaching information literacy and research skills. • Library employees are participating in projects within knowledge centers. • Library employees offer support at research by registering the output of research and data about researchers and research projects (CRIS). • Library employees advise on publishing and data management (storage and management) • Libraries at universities of applied sciences make use of their expertise of the knowledge and publication market in order to support universities of applied sciences at making publication policy and advice.
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Social media, e-learning, blended service A clear tendency towards digitization of education and research and a use of social media



Preface 



in communication with students within universities of applied sciences is visible. In these



Summary 



developments, SHB aims to do pioneering work. Further digitization of education creates



Introduction 
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1. Environmental exploration



new possibilities, as well as a growing demand for sharing and re-using teaching material. In this context, think of video applications for MOOC (massive open online courses) and the development of games. Some libraries at universities of applied sciences already contribute to the development of provision in the field of blended learning and e-learning, e.g. by:
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• giving access to (digital) teaching material;



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



• preparing audio visual educational content;
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• advising lecturers about the organization of digital education; • advising about the retrieval of content by application of adequate metadating within e-learning systems. Furthermore, libraries at universities of applied sciences are switching to blended services themselves. Role of SHB at increasing expertise By facilitating a continuous and structural exchange of knowledge and best practices in the areas described above, SHB enables libraries at universities of applied sciences to evidently increase their expertise in these areas.
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2.5. Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring means



Preface 



Spider in the innovative web



Summary 



As a stage and breeding ground of new ideas and developments, SHB wants to be an instigator



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period
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in the development and implementation of innovative products and services. This is accomplished by cooperating within the own ranks and with external partners. It is important to SHB to be known to stakeholders as a spider in the innovative web, that actually and measurably knows how to realize innovations within the area of libraries at universities of applied sciences. In this context is being participated in (international) conferences.



2. Strategic spearheads 2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge 2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability 3. Method 4. Background information Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon
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Topical innovation themes • Purchase of CRIS (current research information systems) by universities of applied sciences. A CRIS can be used for registration and retrieval of research material. This way, research results can be presented orderly and valorized. • E-books: SHB wants to act as a stage for the discussion about the problems regarding e-books. By means of knowledge sharing SHB wants to achieve that libraries are more able to start a uniform and user-friendly service. To accomplish this, mutual consultations as well as consultations with publishers of e-books are necessary. • Embedded library: close to student, lecturer, education and research. • Organization of back office processes in relation to cloud services: SHB has installed a working group ‘Back office processes’. In line with international developments there are thoughts about adopting the RDA system (Research Description and Access). • Content curation: structuredly collecting, categorizing, indicating and sharing content in order to make information easier retrievable, usable and surveyable. • Virtual Research Environment: an online environment in which researchers can cooperate in a research project.



Method
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Method



Preface 



The board of SHB consists of representatives of contributing libraries. The board fulfills a



Summary 



coordinating and executive task, aimed at the strategic spearheads described in this strategic



Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration



plan. Specific areas of attention, such as licenses, website and research support are arranged in working groups (longer-term) and project groups (incidental activities). SHB sees two roles for itself in supporting libraries in their changing role, tasks and work processes in relation to the developments and spearheads described.



2. Strategic spearheads



• Representative of interests



2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge



SHB acts as representative with the aim to strengthen the position of libraries at universities



2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



of applied sciences. An important topic in this context is for example the access to digital information of publishers and providers of digital content. SHB wants to take on this role by increasing and intensifying strategic alliance with relevant partners. • Knowledge intermediary SHB wants to contribute to the further professionalization and innovation of libraries at universities of applied sciences. SHB acts as a national platform, where contributing libraries jointly determine in which areas they would like to share their knowledge. SHB fulfills this role by means of the website (www.shb-online.nl), working groups and project groups for topical themes, meetings, a yearly benchmark and facilitating the exchange of ‘best practices’ between members. SHB can count on active involvement of members. Depending on their size all participating libraries devote a certain amount of time to joint tasks. Pro-active communication about the added value for both libraries and universities of applied sciences secures the support for this effort. Because



3. Method



of the appeal that is made to library employees, attuning with other services/boards is sometimes



4. Background information



necessary.



Publications Working groups Abbreviations



The associated libraries strongly vary in size: from some to even fifty employees. Therefore, the



Colophon



effort for SHB as well as the interests can differ. SHB has eye for this diversity in the ways interests are represented; the interest of the largest participants do not per definition have priority. SHB shows that different interests can easily be represented by one consortium. With this strategic plan SHB hopes all members can take dynamic action towards valuable and esteemed partnership for education, research and professional practice.
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Preface Summary Introduction 



Short retrospect of the previous planning period



1. Environmental exploration 2. Strategic spearheads 2.1. Improvement of quality, quantity and accessibility of knowledge 2.2. 



Strengthening and profiling of the internal and external position of libraries at universities of applied sciences as a partner in education and research



2.3. 



Design of strategic partnership within national field of influence, with an eye for advancing internationalization



2.4. 



Increase of expertise within libraries at universities of applied sciences regarding topical themes



Background Information Publications 1. Ondersteuning van het praktijkgericht onderzoek door hogeschoolbibliotheken [Support of Practice-Oriented Research by Libraries at Universities of Applied Sciences] (report by Maurits van der Graaf / Pleiade, 2013, assigned by SHB) 2. SURF Meerjarenplan 2015-2018 [Surf Strategic Plan 2015-2018] 3. IFLA Trend Report 2013 4. FOBID Project Persona’s 2015 5. OCLC Report E-resources 2013 6. UKB Beleidsplan 2011-2015 [UKB Strategic Plan 2011-2015]



Working groups The working groups are composed by the general meeting. The amount, the scope and the interpretation are jointly determined by the members. As of January 2015 SHB knows the following working groups: • Licenses • Benchmarking • Research support • SHB website • Skills • Back office processes The existing working groups will plan their activities after confirmation of this strategic plan. Additionally, SHB will increasingly work with project groups for temporary activities.



2.5 Act as and be known as innovation platform with inspiring ability



List of abbreviations DVO 



Dienstverleningsovereenkomst [Service agreement]



3. Method



FOBID 



Netherlands Library Forum



HKI 



HBO Kennis Infrastructuur [Knowledge Infrastructure for Applied Research in Higher Education]



KB 



Koninklijke Bibliotheek [National Library]



KNVI 



Koninklijke Nederlandse Vereniging van Informatieprofessionals [Royal Dutch Society of Information 



4. Background information Publications Working groups Abbreviations Colophon



Professionals] MOOC 



Massive Open Online Courses



NAI 



Netwerk Auteursrechten Informatiepunten [Network Copyrights Information Points Universities of







Applied Sciences]



SHB 



Samenwerkingsverband van Hogeschoolbibliotheken [Consortium of Libraries at Universities of Applied 



Sciences] SURF Collaborative organization for ICT in Dutch higher education and research
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UKB 



Universiteitsbibliotheken en Koninklijke Bibliotheek [Dutch consortium of the thirteen university libraries







and the National Library of the Netherlands]



VH 



Vereniging Hogescholen [The Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied Sciences]
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2.1. Verbetering van kwaliteit, kwantiteit en toegankelijk heid van kennis



José Jagerman (HAN University of Applied Sciences)



2.2. 



Versterking en profilering van in- en externe positie van hogeschoolbibliotheken als partner van onderwijs en onderzoek



2.3. Vormgeving van strategisch partnerschap binnen landelijk krachtenveld, met oog voor voortschrijdende internationalisering 2.4. Vergroting van expertise binnen hogeschool bibliotheken inzake actuele thema’s 2.5 Fungeren en bekend staan als innovatieplatform met aanjagend vermogen 3. Werkwijze
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